The major proposed projects which includes AYUSH Hospital, International Cricket Stadium, Mopa Airport and Ravindra Bhavan in Pernem and its surrounding areas will create ample job opportunities for youths in coming years disclosed Minister for Tourism Shri Manohar Azgaonkar during his visit to various villages coming under the jurisdiction of Pernem which included Oxelbag, Dadachiwadi, Bhatpawni, Mopa and Hassapur.

Shri Azgaonkar distributed sound system equipments and also laid foundation stone for protection wall at Mopa under Zilla Panchayat funds which is estimated to cost Rs. 556000/-. The Minister also inaugurated protection wall at Hassapur under the Directorate of Panchayat.

Speaking on the occasion Shri Azgaonkar stated that developmental works are in full swing in Pernem. He urged people to extend their cooperation in carrying out developmental works. He appealed to the people to derive full benefit of Government schemes which are meant for them. He also urged the youth to acquired required skills to gain employment in the upcoming projects and become self reliant in life.

Shri Tukaram Harmalkar, Zilla Panchayat Member Dhargal while addressing the gathering informed that six numbers of sound system equipment have been distributed through Zilla Panchayat funds of which three in Dhargal, two in Poraskada and one in Virnorda. He said all the developmental work is aimed for the welfare of the people.

Shri Sachin Morajkar, Junior Engineer Directorate of Panchayat, Shri. Ramesh Sawal, Zilla Panchayat Member Pernem, Shri Pandurang Parab, Former Zilla Panchayat Chairperson, Sarpanch and Panch Member of Oxel, Dadachiwadi, Bhatpawni, Mopa and Hassapur along with others were present on the occasion.